Adsorption and charge transfer interactions of bi-isonicotinic acid on Ag(111)
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The adsorption and charge transfer dynamics of the organic molecule bi-isonicotinic acid (4,4-dicarboxy-2,2-bipyridine) on single crystal Ag(111) has been studied using synchrotron radiation-based photoemission, x-ray absorption and resonant core spectroscopies. Measurements for multilayer and monolayer coverage are used to determine the nature of the molecule-surface interactions and the molecular orientation. An experimental density of states for the monolayer with respect to the underlying metal surface is obtained by combining x-ray absorption spectroscopy at the N 1s edge and valence photoemission to measure the unoccupied and occupied valence states, respectively. This shows that the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital in the core-excited state lies energetically below the Fermi level of the surface allowing charge transfer from the metal into this orbital. Resonant photoelectron spectroscopy was used to probe this charge transfer in the context of super-spectator and super-Auger electron transitions. The results presented provide a novel interpretation of resonant core-level spectroscopy to explore ultra-fast charge transfer between an adsorbed organic molecule and a metal surface through the observation of electrons from the metal surface playing a direct role in the core-hole decay of the core-excited molecule.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the charge transfer of electrons between molecules and surfaces is of critical importance to understanding the operation of molecular devices such as dye-sensitised solar cells,1 water splitting photoelectrochemical cells,2 and a wide range of molecular electronics. The charge transfer dynamics from a molecule to a surface has been probed on the low femtosecond (fs) timescale using the core-hole clock implementation of resonant photoemission (RPES), which uses the core-hole decay channels to determine the degree of localization of a resonantly excited core-electron in an unoccupied valence state compared to the core-hole lifetime (typically a few fs). The underlying principle of this technique is to measure the electrons emitted from the core-hole decay process in which the originally excited electron is a direct participant. Charge transfer on the timescale of the core-hole lifetime is then inferred by the depletion of this core-hole decay channel. Charge transfer in the other direction, from the surface to the molecule, can be probed by a similar approach, where the electrons emitted from the core-hole decay process in which the electron transferred from the surface into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the core-excited molecule are measured. We have previously studied this phenomenon2–6 attributing the observed features in the resonant core spectroscopy to either super-Auger or super-spectator decay where electrons that have transferred from a surface into the LUMO are directly involved in the Auger-like core-hole decay, with or without a simultaneous transfer of a core-excited electron into the empty density of states of the surface above the Fermi level, respectively. Molecules studied using this method range from fullerenes,5 which can be used in organic photovoltaic devices as an electron acceptor2 to bi-isonicotinic acid3 the ligand of the “N3” molecule used in dye sensitised solar cells.3 Although bi-isonicotinic acid is largely responsible for the bonding between N3 and the titanium dioxide surface in a dye-sensitised solar cell and does itself show evidence of charge transfer between the molecule and a gold surface in both directions3 N3 has been shown not to exhibit any super-spectator/super-Auger decay on the same surface. This has been attributed to the three-dimensional geometry of the N3 organometallic complex in which the bi-isonicotinic acid ligands coordinate the metal centre orthogonal to one other so that the delocalised π orbitals cannot interact with the surface, while the bi-isonicotinic acid molecule on its own can maximise this interaction of the unfilled LUMO with filled metal states by adsorbing parallel to the surface.6

In these examples of super-spectator/super-Auger decay electrons are able to transfer from the metal into the molecule because the LUMO of the core-excited molecule partially overlaps energetically with the Fermi level of the metal surface in the core excited state. This study examines the system of bi-isonicotinic acid on a Ag(111) surface, where the LUMO lies entirely below the Fermi level (in the core excited state) which could, in principle, increase the number of electrons transferred and made available to participate in the super-spectator/super-Auger decay.

II. METHOD

Measurements were carried out at the I311 beamline7 on the MAX-II storage ring at MAX-Lab, Sweden. This undulator-based beamline has an energy range of 30–1500 eV and was configured to give an energy resolution of 5 meV to 150 meV between 50 eV and 600 eV. The
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light produced by this beamline was highly elliptically polarized to the extent the polarization was considered linear. The spot of light incident onto the sample had an approximate size of 0.5 mm × 0.1 mm. The end station was equipped with an upgraded Scienta SES200 hemisphereal electron analyser where a straight slit with width 0.8 mm was used giving an analyser resolution of 10 meV and 100 meV for pass energies 20 eV and 50 eV respectively. The base pressures in the preparation and analysis chambers were 1 × 10⁻⁹ mbar and 1 × 10⁻¹⁰ mbar, respectively. A single crystal of Ag(111) was mounted on a loop tungsten wire that enabled resistive heating of the sample and a thermocouple junction was spot welded to the side of crystal allowing temperature measurement. The crystal was cleaned using 1 kV Ar⁺ ion sputtering and ∼550 °C anneal cycles until there was no C 1s peak visible in the XPS spectra and the Ag 3d peaks valence structure had their respective characteristic line shapes.

Bi-isonicotinic acid (4,4-dicarboxy-2,2-bipyridine from Alfa Aesar), shown in Figure 1, was deposited onto the surface in-situ by sublimation from a Knudsen-type cell evaporation source. Low coverage and high coverage films (controlled by exposure time) were measured using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) spectroscopy, and resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES). XPS, measured with an undulator gap of 17 mm, was calibrated to the binding energy scale by aligning the silver Fermi edge to 0 eV, giving an uncertainty in the binding energy scale on the order of 0.05 eV. The data presented has been processed by the subtraction of a Shirley background and peak fitting has been performed using a pseudo-Voigt function where a combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes were fitted to the data. The Lorentzian width was fixed at 0.3 eV and the Gaussian contribution allowed to vary in the fitting procedure.

XAS and RPES were measured over the N 1s absorption edge with a taper applied to the undulator to minimise variations in photon flux at different energies. The photon energy was calibrated using the kinetic energy difference between Ag 3d XPS peaks collected using first and second order light from the monochromator. The spectrometer was operated in fixed constant final state and constant initial state modes for XAS and RPES measurements respectively and swept mode for XPS. Given the long scan durations (up to two hours), the sample was continually moved during measurements at a rate determined to be safe by beam-damage studies.

This paper refers to monolayer and multilayer coverages - these two datasets correspond to two separate depositions. For the multilayer film, the Ag 3d substrate peaks were almost undetectable in the XPS measurements. For the monolayer film, molecules were deposited until the peak ratios in the XPS and the line shape of the valence band region were consistent with monolayer and sub-monolayer data for these molecules on other surfaces. This method was chosen over that of annealing a multilayer in order to avoid the potential damage of the molecules through excessive heating as previously observed in the N 1s XAS for bi-isonicotinic acid on the Au(111) surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The photoemission spectra provide an indication of how the bi-isonicotinic acid molecules interact with the surface by comparing the monolayer film, where molecules can interact with the surface, and multilayer where the molecules able to interact with the surface are deeply buried so are not measurable using photoemission. The most dramatic difference between the two is seen in the O 1s spectra, shown in Figure 2. The multilayer data is shown in Figure 2a exhibiting two overlapping peaks at 533.6 eV and 532.4 eV. These are attributed to the oxygen atoms in the hydroxyl (C=O) and carbonyl (C=O) groups in the carboxylic acid group of the molecule, respectively. For the monolayer coverage we
also find two peaks, here at 533.0 eV and 531.5 eV, attributed as for the multilayer. The two peaks each have a normalised area of 0.5, consistent with the stoichiometry of the molecule (a 1:1 ratio of oxygen atoms in the two chemical environments).

There are a few notable features of the O 1s spectra. First, the position of the peaks has changed between the monolayer and multilayer coverages - there is a general shift towards lower binding energy for the monolayer. Such shifts are commonly attributed to screening of the core-hole by electrons in the metal surface, but we would expect this shift to be uniform across the entire spectrum. Here we see that the carbonyl peak has shifted relative to the hydroxyl peak by 0.35 eV indicative of a stronger interaction between of carbonyl group with the surface compared to the hydroxyl group. Secondly, the peaks are broader in the monolayer data, most likely due to a number of different possible bonding/interaction sites on the surface.

C 1s XPS data is shown in Figure 3 for the multilayer and monolayer. There are two clear peaks visible at approximately 286 eV and 289.5 eV and a small peak at ~293 eV. The latter is shown magnified in the inset. As with previous studies, we have assigned the lower binding energy peak (~268 eV) to the carbon atoms in the pyridine ring and the higher binding energy peak (~289.5 eV) to the carboxylic group. The low intensity satellite at ~293 eV is attributed to a shakeup feature. For the pyridine carbon, there is a clear shift of ~0.35 eV to lower binding energy. As discussed above in the context of the O 1s spectra, such a shift can be explained by screening effects. As before, we would expect an equal shift of the entire region – screening alone therefore fails to explain why the shift is only apparent for the pyridine ring and not the carboxylic carbon atoms. Given the O 1s data where the carbonyl oxygen is potentially interacting with the surface, we propose that there may be a slight positive charge formed at the carbonyl carbon atom due to the surface interaction drawing electron density away from it. This increases the binding energy of the carboxylic C 1s featuring counteracting the negative binding energy shift caused by screening from the surface.

Taking the oxygen and carbon spectra into consideration, we can rule out the possibility that the silver is causing deprotonation of the carboxyl group. If deprotonation occurs, there are two possible scenarios. Firstly, for the case of partial deprotonation of the monolayer molecules, we would expect a third, lower binding energy peak in the O 1s and a further peak in the C 1s region close to the carboxylic group binding energy. Cebra et al. have recently studied similar small organic molecules featuring carboxylic acid groups and have seen this behaviour when using electrochemical underpotential deposition. While their XPS findings may not translate directly to the present study (where the deposition technique does not create ionised species by design), the comparison is still of value. For the second scenario, where all the carboxylic groups are deprotonated, we would only...
see two peaks in the O 1$s$, corresponding to C=O and C-O$^-$, although in practice the binding energies of these two environments are indistinguishable in the O 1$s$ and instead are typically observed as a single peak at the C=O binding energy. The C 1$s$ would also show two peaks but with the carboxylic group shifted to lower binding energy.

Here, we do not see any evidence of deprotonation in the C 1$s$ spectra. Li et al.$^{16}$ have also studied isonicotinic acid (half of the bi-isonicotinic acid molecule), deposited via sublimation from a K-cell, on Ag(111) and also measured O 1$s$ XPS data consistent with no deprotonation of the monolayer. We can also rule out the possibility that the data may contain a multilayer contribution – attempting to include a second set of peaks into the curve fitting in a way that would be consistent does not lead to a realistic curve-fit. The difference between the monolayer and multilayer data therefore likely represents real shifts in binding energy between the bulk molecule and the adsorbed molecules due to the combined effect of screening and the interaction of the carbonyl moiety with the Ag(111) surface.

The corresponding N 1$s$ XPS spectra are shown in Figure 4, exhibiting a single peak that is the same shape for the monolayer and multilayer films, which is consistent with the single bonding environment exhibited by nitrogen atoms. There was a small shift, again consistent with screening effects, between the thin and thick film measurements of 0.38 eV (compared to screening shifts of 0.35 eV seen in both the O 1$s$ and C 1$s$ spectra).

Previous studies have considered the effects of hydrogen bonding between bi-isonicotinic acid molecules (and related pyridine carboxylic acid molecules) and have seen little evidence indicative of hydrogen bonding between bi-isonicotinic acid molecules.$^{15}$ This is consistent with what we see here - there are no shifts or multiple peaks in N 1$s$ or O 1$s$ that would indicate the presence of N···O-H hydrogen bonding. The weak feature at $\sim$398.5 in the monolayer N 1$s$ is on the wrong side of the peak to be attributed to hydrogen bonding. The origin of this weak feature is still undetermined.

An experimental density of states for the monolayer is presented in Figure 5. This comprises the N 1$s$ XAS placed on a binding energy scale by subtracting the calibrated absorption energy from the measured N 1$s$ XPS binding energy calibrated to the Fermi level. The valence band photoemission of the monolayer (also calibrated to the Fermi level) measured at 50 eV is placed on the same binding energy scale along with the same spectrum measured for the clean silver surface. In this way we can get a complete picture of the energetic overlap of the occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals with respect to the filled and empty states of the underlying surface. This method is discussed in further detail elsewhere.$^{10}$ We have assigned the peaks in the XAS at $BE \approx -0.5$ eV and $BE \approx -2.5$ eV, as marked on the figure, to the LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 states of the core-excited molecules. The N 1$s$ was chosen due to the well-separated $\pi^*$ resonances and to allow comparison with previous studies of bi-isonicotinic acid on different surfaces.$^{10}$

It is clear from Figure 5 that the LUMO, the largest peak in the XAS data ($BE = 1$ eV), lies entirely below the Fermi edge for the core-excited molecule. This, in principle, allows electrons to charge transfer from the sil-
The resonant photoemission data is shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 2D plots show the intensity of emitted valence photoelectrons as a function of both incident photon energy and their measured binding energy. Sweeping through a range of photon energies finds points where the incident light is on resonance with an excitation process (the photon energy matches the energy difference between a core level and a molecular orbital) which is measured by an increased flux of emitted photoelectrons. Measuring the binding energy of these emitted electrons allows us to infer the decay channel by which the system relaxed back to its final state.

Figure 6 was collected with the surface was oriented normal to the analyser (normal emission) and Figure 7 with the surface normal to the incident light (55° emission angle). The horizontal dashed lines mark the regions of intensity that appear at constant excitation energy - we have attributed these to excitation into LUMO states. The LUMO+1 level is not marked as the intensity of features attributed to the LUMO+1 are too weak (see N 1s XAS in Figure 5) to be distinguished from the high-photon energy tail of the LUMO. The diagonal lines highlight constant kinetic energy features that we have attributed to spectator and super-spectator/super-Auger decay channels. All of these dashed lines are shown in the same places on all the plots. Six key points of interest on these lines (P1-P6) are marked each with associated schematic diagrams at the bottom of the panel (Figure 6c). These describe possible decay mechanisms that give rise to the different spectral features, shown with solid arrows, after the initial excitation (shown with dashed arrows) and creation of the core-hole.

The enhancement at P1 – located at the intersection of the HOMO binding energy and the LUMO absorption energy – is due to participator electrons. This is a decay mechanism where the originally photoexcited electron recombines with the core-hole and another electron from the HOMO is emitted. For spectator decay (P4, P5 and P6) on the other hand, a core electron is excited into an unoccupied molecular orbital and does not further participate in the relaxation of the system into its final state (within the lifetime of the core-hole). Electrons from occupied molecular orbitals undergo an Auger-like decay process where one electron recombines with the core-hole and another is emitted into the vacuum. The kinetic energy of these electrons is constant and must be lower than participator electrons by at least the HOMO-LUMO gap. The intensity around points P4 and P5 on the spectator decay line result from when the incident energy is on resonance with transitions between the N 1s core level and the LUMO and LUMO+2 states respectively.
FIG. 7: Resonant photoemission scan of a monolayer of bi-isonicotinic acid on Ag(111) collected at a grazing angle of 55° from normal emission using two colour map scales. The LUMO energy levels are indicated with horizontal dashed lines and the diagonal lines highlight constant kinetic energy features. Figure a) is scaled across the whole range of data and b) to emphasise the spectator and super-spectator features. Figure c) compares XAS extracted from both this grazing incidence RPES and the normal emission RPES shown in Figure 6.

...tively. P6 shows the excitation of the core electron into the continuum of states above the vacuum level (including sigma anti-bonding orbitals, $\sigma^*\)$. This again decays via the spectator channel as shown in Figure 6.

The LUMO of the core-excited molecule lies below the Fermi level due (in part if not entirely) to the effect of the core-valence exciton generated in the x-ray absorption process increasing the binding energy of the measured unoccupied orbital. Since the XAS process necessarily measures the energy of the LUMO in the presence of a core-hole, techniques such as two photon photoemission or inverse photoemission (where no core-hole is present) would be required to measure where the LUMO lies in the ground state. This is an important distinction since if the LUMO only overlaps with filled states in the surface while in the core-excited state, then charge transfer into this orbital must take place on the timescale of the core-hole lifetime (a few femtoseconds). Alternatively, if the LUMO lies at least to some extent below the Fermi level already in the ground state, then charge transfer need not be ultrafast. It is also worth noting that both scenarios are possible simultaneously, as the LUMO may lie partially below the Fermi level in the ground state and excitonically shifted further in energy in the core-excited state. A comparison of a similar experimental density of states for the N3 dye molecule (containing two bi-isonicotinic acid ligands) in the core-excited state with the optical gap of the molecule suggests an excitonic shift of around 1.6 eV. Such a shift in the bi-isonicotinic acid data shown in Figure 5 would imply that the LUMO lies entirely above the Fermi level in the ground-state, suggesting that any charge transfer into the core-excited LUMO would be need to be on the timescale of the core-hole lifetime.

Since the LUMO does in any case lie below the Fermi level in the core-excited state, electrons from the silver surface can partially fill this orbital opening up the potential for super-spectator and super-Auger core-hole decay channels. Super-spectator decay is again an Auger-like like process where the electrons in the LUMO (originally from the surface) along with an electron from an occupied state (in this case the HOMO), are involved in photoemission and recombination with the core-hole. P1, P2 and P3 show this mechanism after excitation of an N 1s core electron into the LUMO, LUMO+2 and above the vacuum level, respectively. The electrons emitted via this process have constant kinetic energy and with a separation from spectator decay equal to the HOMO-LUMO gap. Therefore at point P1, this process is indistinguishable from participator decay - the final state of both processes is the same and the emitted photoelectron will have the same energy.

A further possibility is a super-Auger decay process in which a photoexcited electron in an unoccupied state can
charge transfer into the metal as well as an electron simultaneously transferring from the metal to the LUMO. The electron originally from the surface is emitted (as in super-spectator decay). The super-Auger mechanism is therefore an example of bi-directional charge transfer that can occur when the photoexcited electron is not localised to the unoccupied state within the core-hole lifetime. This mechanism is discussed in detail by Gibson et al in the context of C_{60} on single crystal metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{15} The conceptual picture of this core-hole decay mechanism can be visualised in Figure 6c by considering the originally excited electron (shown in blue) as having tunnelled away and plays no further role. This scheme is valid for panels P2 to P6 as these involve states that lie above the Fermi level and therefore overlap with empty states in the conduction band. For panel P1 however this is not the case and the illustrated picture with the originally excited electron localised in the LUMO represents the only available option.

The super-Auger model is consistent with two important observations in the RPES data. Firstly, the diagonal feature associated with this charge-transfer Auger process has a constant kinetic energy. This might imply the absence of a spectator shift arising from the localised electron in the unoccupied valence state, since such an effect should be weaker when the core-electron is excited to a state above the vacuum level, which lays just above the LUMO+2 absorption. For a true super-spectator process we might therefore expect a shift to lower kinetic energy when exciting into a localised state compared with excitation into a quasi-bound state. Secondly, as observed in Figure 6a, there the participant feature is not symmetric around the point where the so-called super-spectator line intersects the LUMO absorption energy at point P1, but rather extends to higher kinetic energy (lower binding energy). Since ultra-fast bi-directional charge transfer is not possible for the LUMO (since it lies entirely below the Fermi level of the metal surface), only the participant and super-spectator processes illustrated in panel P1 of Figure 6c are valid. Both of these processes contain both the electron transferred from the surface and the originally excited electron in the LUMO and should therefore be shifted to slightly higher kinetic energy (the so-called spectator shift) than that of the super-Auger intersection at point P1. A super-Auger process is therefore the most likely origin of the high kinetic energy Auger-like feature observed for states above the Fermi level, while a super-spectator process takes place for the LUMO, which lies entirely below the Fermi level.

Figure 7 shows the same experiment carried out at normal incidence, with the electric field vector of the light in the plane of the surface. Here, at the LUMO resonance photon energy there is very little intensity attributed to Auger and Auger-like features - this implies the molecules are laid flat on the surface as in this geometry the \( \pi^* \) orbitals of the planar molecule have a low interaction cross-section with the electric field vector of the incident light. The \( \sigma^* \) orbitals on the other hand lie in the same plane as the surface leading to spectator and super-spectator features being measurable in both orientations. This is further demonstrated in Figure 7f, which compares the XAS extracted from the Auger region of both normal and grazing emission datasets. The two plots are normalised to the intensity of the LUMO peak.

The behaviour of bi-isonicotinic acid on Ag(111) as studied here is consistent with the work of Taylor et al. who have previously studied the same molecule on the similar Au(111) surface.\textsuperscript{18} They showed using angle resolved x-ray absorption measurements that the molecule is almost parallel to the surface (with the ring having an average angle greater than 70° to the surface normal). On Au(111) as Taylor et al. demonstrated with their N 1s XAS-derived experimental density of states, the LUMO only partially overlaps with the Fermi level of the gold substrate. On Ag(111) however, the entire state lies below the Fermi level providing a clear cut-off between the possibilities for super-spectator and super-Auger decay below and above the Fermi level, respectively.

In principle, the intensity of the super-Auger feature could be used to estimate the degree of electron transfer from the surface into the LUMO, but in practice there is no convenient point of normalisation that would allow comparison between different systems. However, in the case of C_{60} on Ag(111) reported recently\textsuperscript{15} an additional super-Auger channel shifted to higher kinetic energy from the Core/LUMO/HOMO channel by the HOMO-LUMO gap. Such a Core/LUMO/LUMO decay process requires two electrons to be localised in the LUMO and is not observed in the present case. We should therefore conclude that there is no evidence that more than one electron is transferred from the metal surface into the LUMO of the core-excited molecule for bi-isonicotinic acid on Ag(111).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study has presented high resolution XPS and XAS data for bi-isonicotinic acid deposited \textit{in-situ} on a Ag(111) single crystal surface. The XPS suggests an interaction between the carboxyl group and the silver surface. The N 1s XAS shows that the LUMO lies below the Fermi level therefore allowing the state to be partially occupied with electrons from the metal. Resonant photoemission measurements allowed us to probe this charge transfer via measurement of the super-spectator and super-Auger decay mechanisms whereby an electron originally from the metal is involved in the decay of the core excited state of the molecule. Due to the energetic alignment of the unoccupied molecular orbitals with respect to the density of states of the underlying surface, super-Auger decay arising from ultrafast bi-directional charge transfer dominates for states above the Fermi level, while super-spectator decay domin-
inates for the LUMO state that lies below. The results presented provide a novel interpretation of resonant core-level spectroscopy to explore ultrafast charge transfer between an adsorbed organic molecule and a metal surface through the observation of electrons from the metal surface playing a direct role in the core-hole decay of the core-excited molecule.
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